A1 Carb Resource Play
~ the Bakken of the Midwest ~

YELLOW = DUNDEE
BLUE = A2C
ORANGE = A1C
BROWN = BN
LT BROWN = CLINTON
PURPLE = TRENTON
MEGENTA = PDC

Project Information
michigan-westside-04
Date: Monday February 08 2010
Dataset: VIC3DMIG.MIG.900

- A2 Evap = 300' Salt
- A1 Carb = 60' LMS-DOL w/ pelletal facies, 6% porosity, self-sourcing
- A1 Evap = 200' Salt
- Area of significant basement faulting
- Take away capacity in pipeline
- Horizontal, multi-stage completion candidate
HANOVER 1-29
11.3 MUD
NOT ENOUGH
TO ELIMIATE
GAS ENTRY
CALCULATES
4BCF/640AC
RE-ENTRY

CORE ENERGY LLC
PRESENTS A1C POROSITY PLAY
MASON CO. MICHIGAN
GREEN = FEET GREATER 6% POR
EST RESERVES = 1BCF/160AC
PROPOSED SIZE 20 UNITS
MENGENTA = POROSITY IN A1C

CONTACT:
ALLEN MODROO CELL 440-773-4688
BOB MANNES CELL 231-883-4220
CORE ENERGY 1-231-946-2419